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Communication-Efficient Distributed SGD using
Preamble-based Random Access

Jinho Choi

Abstract—In this paper, we study communication-efficient
distributed stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with data sets of
users distributed over a certain area and communicating through
wireless channels. Since the time for one iteration in the proposed
approach is independent of the number of users, it is well-suited
to scalable distributed SGD. Furthermore, since the proposed
approach is based on preamble-based random access, which is
widely adopted for machine-type communication (MTC), it can
be easily employed for training models with a large number of
devices in various Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications where
MTC is used for their connectivity. For fading channel, we show
that noncoherent combining can be used. As a result, no channel
state information (CSI) estimation is required. From analysis and
simulation results, we can confirm that the proposed approach
is not only scalable, but also provides improved performance as
the number of devices increases.

Index Terms—Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent; Ran-
dom Access; Internet-of-Things

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning [1] [2] has advanced over the past decades
and its application has grown significantly. For machine
learning with distributed computing power and/or data sets,
distributed machine learning [3] has also been extensively
studied, which would play a key role in the Internet-of-
Things (IoT) where distributed devices and sensors collect and
generate data sets.

As a distributed machine learning approach, federated learn-
ing [4] [5] has been extensively studied, in which users do
not need to send their data sets to a server for data privacy.
In federated learning, distributed stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [6] is used to update the parameter vector of a certain
objective function. In particular, each user uploads its local
update with own data sets to a server and the server sends
the updated parameter vector back to users for the next
iteration. Through iterations, the server is able to train its
model with data sets of users without having them. There are
a number of applications of federated learning. For example,
in [7], for the Internet-of-Vehicles (IoV), a federated learning
framework was proposed with stabilized data flow dynamics.
Interestingly, it is shown in [8] that federated learning can also
be used for vehicular networks to support reliable low-latency
communications.

As demonstrated in federated learning, distributed SGD is
a key tool to learn the model with distributed data sets and
can be used for a number of applications where users with
data sets are physically distributed over a certain area and
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connected through wireless channels such as mobile phones
in cellular systems or devices in IoT networks [9]. While
there are a number of advantages of distributed SGD, there
are also challenges. In particular, when distributed SGD is
considered for wireless applications, the scalability becomes a
critical issue as the bandwidth of wireless channels is limited.
To mitigate this problem, in [10] [11] [12], the notion of over-
the-air computation [13] [14] is adopted for users so that they
upload local gradient vectors simultaneously in distributed
SGD. Then, the receiver, which is a base station (BS) or access
point (AP), receives an aggregation of users’ local updates by
the superposition nature of radio communication, which leads
to communication-efficient distributed SGD.

Since machine-type communication (MTC) becomes pop-
ular to support massive connectivity for a large number of
devices [15] [16], it would be desirable for distributed SGD
to use MTC protocols in wireless applications with distributed
devices’ data sets (hereafter, we will use the terms users and
devices interchangeably). In [17], distributed SGD is studied
with multichannel ALOHA that has been used to design a
number of MTC protocols.

In this paper, we focus on distributed SGD with distributed
devices that have local data sets for training. In principle, the
model in this paper is the same as that in [12]. Since the ap-
proach in [12] requires the channel state information (CSI) at
the receiver or BS, devices need to send pilot signals to allow
the BS to estimate the CSI, which limits the scalability. That
is, with a limited bandwidth or uploading time, the number of
devices participated in updating per iteration becomes limited.
To avoid this problem, we propose a different approach that is
based on the notion of random access. In particular, a typical
random access approach used in MTC based on preamble
transmissions [18] [19] is adopted so that distributed SGD
can be implemented with MTC protocols.

The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
1) A communication-efficient approach to upload local gra-

dient vectors is proposed as a random access scheme
where the time for one iteration is independent of the
number of devices;

2) To avoid the CSI estimation at the BS for fading channels,
the proposed approach includes noncoherent combining
and the asymptotic performance is analyzed (and com-
pared with the approach in [12]);

3) To reduce the mean squared error (MSE) of the proposed
approach, we also consider a modification by dividing
a gradient vector into multiple subvectors and encoding
them independently.

It is noteworthy that the receiver or BS in the proposed
approach receives a superposition of signals transmitted by a
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large number of devices using random access. Furthermore,
devices do not send their identification sequences when trans-
mitting their updates. As a result, the server does not know
individual update or information transmitted by any specific
device. From this, data privacy is naturally preserved, which is
another salient feature of the proposed approach. However, we
will not discuss privacy issues any further in this paper as we
mainly focus on the communication efficiency of distributed
SGD.

Another important difference from [10] [12] is that the
proposed approach does not rely on analog transmission
for over-the-air computation. As stated earlier, the proposed
approach is based on a random access scheme using a set of
preambles in MTC, which means that, in principle, it is based
on digital transmission (as a local gradient vector is to be
quantized). As a result, the proposed approach is free from any
radio frequency (RF) circuit impairment. Furthermore, unlike
the approaches in [10] [12], no CSI is used at devices. In
[10], opportunistic transmissions by devices are considered by
taking into account CSI, while the BS of the approach in [12]
needs to feed the CSI back to devices. Since the proposed
approach in this paper uses noncoherent combining over fading
channels, it is not necessary for devices to know their CSI.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we present the system model for distributed SGD.
The quantization approach in [20] is explained and modified
in Section III, which is then combined with preamble-based
random access in Section IV under the additive white Gaussian
channel (AWGN) model where no CSI estimation is required.
We extend the proposed approach over fading channels in
Section V, and compare it with the approach in [12] in
Section VI. We present simulation results in Section VII and
conclude the papers with remarks in Section VIII.

Notation: Matrices and vectors are denoted by upper- and
lower-case boldface letters, respectively. The superscript T
and H denotes the transpose and Hermitian transpose, respec-
tively. Denote by ||x||p the p-norm of x. For convenience,
let ||x|| = ||x||2, i.e., if there is no subscript, it is the 2-
norm. E[·] and Var(·) denote the statistical expectation and
variance, respectively. N (a,R) and CN (a,R) represent the
distributions of Gaussian and circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian (CSCG) random vectors with mean vector a and
covariance matrix R, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the system model consisting K
devices with local data sets and one BS or AP. Here, devices
and a BS can be regarded as compute nodes (or workers) and
a parameter server, respectively, in the context of distributed
machine learning.

Suppose that the BS wants to find the parameter vector,
denoted by w ∈ RL, where L is the length of w, that
minimizes a cost function, e.g.,

w∗ = argmin
w

f(w) = argmin
w

1

K

K∑
k=1

C(w; xk), (1)

where C(·) represents a cost function, xk denotes the kth
data set, and K is the number of data sets. Throughout the

paper, we assume data sets are distributed over K devices. In
particular, device k has the kth data set, xk.

Devices may not want to send their data sets due to
data privacy issues. Thus, as in federated learning [4] [5],
the BS sends the parameter vector to the devices, and the
devices update the parameter vector with their data sets using
distributed SGD and send back to the BS. Then, without
sending data sets by devices, the BS is able to obtain the
optimized parameter vector through iterations.

In distributed SGD, the BS is to choose one or multiple
devices uniformly at random at each iteration/round. In this
paper, we assume that one slot is used for one iteration.
That is, at the beginning of a slot, the BS broadcasts the
previous parameter vector. Then, within the slot, the selected
devices compute their local gradient vectors and upload them
to the BS. For convenience, we ignore the time for computing
local gradient vector and assume that the duration of one slot
is mainly used to upload local gradient vectors by devices.
Denote by wt the parameter vector updated at the end of slot
t. Let K(t) denote the index of the selected devices in slot
t, which are chosen from {1, . . . ,K}, uniformly at random.
Then, for (minibatch) SGD [6], the updating rule at the BS is
as follows:

wt = wt−1 − µĝt, (2)

where the estimated aggregation of the gradient vectors, ĝt, is
given by

ĝt =
1

|K(t)|
∑

k∈K(t)

∇C(wt−1,xk). (3)

Here, ∇C(wt−1,xk) denotes the local gradient vector at
device k, µ is the step size, and K̄ = |K(t)| is the size of
minibatch. In this paper, for convenience, we assume that the
size of minibatch is fixed for any iteration.

Since K(t) is a subset of K = {1, . . . ,K} that are chosen
uniformly at random, it can be shown that

gt = E[ĝt] =
1

K

K∑
k=1

∇C(wt−1,xk), (4)

which shows that E[wt] (= E[wt−1] − µgt) follows the
updating rule of the conventional gradient descent algorithm.

There are two key performance metrics: i) the time for one
iteration or round (or the length of slot); ii) the MSE of the
estimated aggregation, E[||ĝt − gt||2], that decides the size
of the noise ball in steady-state (or the steady-state MSE of
the parameter vector, E[||w∗−wt||2] as t→∞). The former
metric is related to the scalability of distributed SGD. Without
having any parallel channels, we expect that the time for one
iteration is proportional to the size of minibatch, K̄. The latter
metric is usually inversely proportional to K̄ [6] [21]. As a
result, we face a dilemma in which K̄ cannot be increased or
decreased.

Fortunately, in this paper, we will show that the proposed
approach can avoid this dilemma such that the size of mini-
batch can be the maximum (i.e., K), without increasing the
communication cost (i.e., the time for one iteration is fixed
regardless of K).
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III. QUANTIZATION FOR PARAMETER UPDATING

In [22] [21] [20], each device computes its local gradient
vector and quantizes it for encoding, and sends the encoded
one to the BS. In this section, we briefly discuss the approach
in [20], because it is well-suited to the proposed approach
using preamble-based random access in this paper (we will
explain this later).

A. Vector Quantization using Convex Combination

For convenience, we omit the device index k. Let v ∈ RL
be a vector, which represents a local gradient vector, i.e.,
∇C(wt−1,xk). For the quantization of v, the lth element of
v can be expressed as

vl = ||v||ṽl, (5)

where ṽl = vl
||v|| . Suppose that ||v|| and ṽl can be transmitted

separately. To encode ṽ = [ṽ1 . . . ṽL]T , we can use a vector
quantizer. To this end, let C = {c1, . . . , cM} be a codebook for
vector quantization, where cm represents the mth codeword.
Denote by Conv(C) the convex hull of the vectors in C, i.e.,
Conv(C) = {

∑M
m=1 amcm

∣∣ am ≥ 0,
∑
m am = 1}. Define

the L-dimensional ball of radius R centered at c as

BL(c, R) = {b
∣∣ ||b− c||2 ≤ R, b ∈ RL}.

Suppose that codebook C satisfies the following condition:

BL(0, 1) ⊆ Conv(C) ⊆ BL(0, R), (6)

where R > 1. For a given vector ṽ ∈ BL(0, 1), due to (6), v
can be expressed by a convex linear combination, i.e.,

ṽ =

M∑
m=1

am(ṽ)cm, (7)

where am(ṽ) ≥ 0 and
∑
m am(ṽ) = 1. Then, the vector

quantization scheme in [20] is given by

QC(ṽ) = cm w.p. am(ṽ), (8)

where the convex combination weights, the am(ṽ)’s, are used
as the probability distribution to select a codeword (i.e., am
is seen as the probability to choose cm) for given ṽ. The
resulting quantizer is a randomized quantizer and it can be
readily shown that the quantized vector is unbiased as

E[QC(ṽ)] =
∑
m

amcm = ṽ, (9)

where am = am(ṽ). Due to (6), the MSE of QC(ṽ) is bounded
as follows:

MSE = E||[ṽ −QC(ṽ)||2]

=
∑
m

||cm||2am − ||ṽ||2 ≤ R2 − 1 ≤ R2. (10)

Once a device finds a codeword according to (8), it sends the
index of the codeword. Thus, the number of bits to send ṽ is
log2M .

In [20], it is shown that a lower bound on M grows
exponentially with L to meet the condition for a fixed R or
R2 grows linearly with L for a fixed M in (6), i.e.,

M ≥ exp

(
c
L

R2

)
, (11)

where c > 0 is constant. Then, it can be shown that

B(MSE) = log2M ≥ c′
L

MSE
, (12)

where c′ > 0 is constant. In Appendix A, we find bounds on
M for uniformly distributed codewords as follows:

2e
L

2R2 ≤M ≤
√

2πLe
L

2R2 for a large L. (13)

Thus, we can claim that B is at most O(L + log
√
L). It is

further shown that if a Gaussian codebook is used for C, the
lower bound can be achieved. In this case, when MSE is a
constant regardless of L, we have B = O(L) [20].

As a deterministic construction for codebook, a scaled cross
polytope (CP) is considered in [20] as follows:

Ccp = {±Rel : l ∈ {1, . . . , L}}, (14)

where R =
√
L and el represents the lth standard basis vector

which has 1 in the lth position and 0 elsewhere. Thus, M =
|C| = 2L.

Note that since ||cm|| =
√
L for all cm ∈ Ccp, the MSE

is invariant with respect to the weights for convex linear
combination or the probabilities to select a codeword, which
is MSE = L − 1. Throughout this paper, we assume that the
CP codebook, Ccp, is used for quantization, and let C = Ccp

unless stated otherwise.
For convenience, the approach where each device in K(t)

transmits its encoded quantized vector with B bits through a
dedicated sub-slot within a slot in a time division multiple
access (TDMA) manner is referred to as the conventional
approach. Then, the length or time of one iteration becomes

Tconv = K̄B (15)

which shows that as mentioned earlier, the conventional ap-
proach can be slow or inefficient for a large minibatch size K̄.
It is noteworthy that in (15), the time to transmit the norms
of gradient vectors is not included, which is also proportional
to K̄.

B. Quantization for Subvectors

Although the CP codebook allows a closed-form expression
for {am}, it may not be suitable for the case that the length
of gradient vector, L, is large, which results in a large MSE.
To decrease the MSE, as in [20], the repetition can be used.
Alternatively, we can divide the gradient vector into multiple
subvectors and quantize each of them independently.

Let v be divided into multiple sub-vectors as follows:

v = [vT
(1) · · · vT

(D)]
T, (16)

where v(d) ∈ R L
D , where it is assumed that L̄ = L

D and
D are integers for convenience. Then, each subvector can be
quantized. Let ṽ(d) =

v(d)

||v(d)||
. The MSE of QC(ṽ(d)) becomes
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L̄ − 1. As a result, if the norms of the subvectors, ||v(d)||’s,
are separately transmitted to the BS, the MSE of the quantized
gradient vector, denoted by v̂, becomes

MSE(v̂) =

D∑
d=1

||v(d)||2MSE(QC(ṽ(d)))

=

D∑
d=1

||v(d)||2(L̄− 1) = ||v||2
(
L

D
− 1

)
. (17)

On the other hand, the number of bits to encode ṽ becomes

B = D log2(2L̄) = D log2

(
2L

D

)
. (18)

From (17) and (18), we can see a trade-off between the MSE
and number of bits, B, in the conventional approach. That
is, D increases, the MSE decreases, while the number of
bits increases. It is noteworthy that the scheme that quantizes
subvectors independently provides lower MSE and smaller
number of bits than the repetition used in [20]. As will be
shown later, this simple scheme is also useful for the proposed
random access based approach.

IV. RANDOM ACCESS FOR PARAMETER UPDATING OVER
AWGN

In this section, we propose an approach that allows si-
multaneous transmissions to exploit the broadcast nature of
wireless communications so that the time for one iteration
is not necessarily proportional to the number of devices, K.
As a result, the proposed approach is well-suited to the case
of a large K. Another salient feature is that there is no
need to quantize the norm of the gradient vector separately
(note that the quantization approaches in [22] [20] need to
separately send the norm). Using the access probability in
random access, we can implicitly send the information of
the norm of the gradient vector, which makes the proposed
approach communication-efficient.

We assume that the BS sends wt−1 at the beginning of slot t
using downlink transmissions and K(t) = {1, . . . ,K} (i.e., the
minibatch size is the maximum, K̄ = K). Then, each device
computes its gradient that is given by vk,t = ∇C(wt−1,xk),
and performs the quantization and send back the quantized
gradient to the BS. If all the gradient vectors can be received
at the BS, the next parameter vector becomes

wt = wt−1 − µgt, (19)

where gt = 1
K

∑K
k=1 vk,t. Note that (19) is identical to (2)

with K(t) = {1, . . . ,K}. Thus, the BS expects to have gt or
its estimate, which is an expensive option for the conventional
approach for a large K in terms of communication cost. In this
section, based on the notion of random access, we show that
an estimate of gt becomes available in each upload regardless
of K. For convenience, we omit the time index t.

A. Preamble-based Random Access

In this section, we assume that the quantization approach in
Section III is used at devices to quantize local gradient vectors.

Suppose that the BS knows the codeword that is chosen
by device k, which is denoted by cm(k) ∈ C, and the norm
of the gradient, ||vk||, of each device. Here, m(k) represents
the index of the codeword chosen by device k. If each device
uploads {||vk||, cm(k)} in a sequential manner, there should
be K uploads. With K uploads, the BS can find the sum of
quantized gradient vectors as follows:

ĝ =
1

K

K∑
k=1

||vk||cm(k) =
1

K

M∑
m=1

∑
k∈Km

||vk||cm, (20)

where Km = {k : m(k) = m, k = 1, . . . ,K}. Due to the
randomized quantization, m(k) is a random variable. That is,
according to (8), we have

m(k) = m w.p. am(ṽk). (21)

From this, the mean of ĝ is given by

E[ĝ] =
1

K

K∑
k=1

||vk||E[cm(k)]

=
1

K

K∑
k=1

||vk||
M∑
m=1

cmam(ṽk)

=
1

K

K∑
k=1

||vk||ṽk = g, (22)

which shows that ĝ is an unbiased estimate of the aggregation.
Note that according to (20), the BS needs to know∑
k∈Km

||vk|| in order to have ĝ. To this end, based on
the notion of random access, we propose a communication-
efficient approach that does not need K separate uploads, but
one (simultaneous) upload as follows.

Suppose that there are M orthonormal preambles, denoted
by P = {p1, . . . ,pM}. In addition, we assume that there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the codebook, C, and
the preamble pool, P . For convenience, it is assumed that if
codeword cm is chosen, then a device transmits preamble m.
In addition, each device can decide whether or not it transmits
depending on the value of ||vk||. To this end, we assume that
||vk|| ≤ Vmax, where Vmax denotes the maximum norm of the
gradient. Then, let the access probability or the probability that
device k transmits a preamble be

pk =
||v||
Vmax

∈ [0, 1]. (23)

In addition, define

βk =

{
1, w.p. pk
0, w.p. 1− pk. (24)

Then, the signal transmitted by device k becomes√
Pβkpm(k), where P represents the transmit power.
The received signal at the BS over the AWGN becomes

r =

K∑
k=1

√
Pβkpm(k) + n, (25)

where n ∼ N (0, σ2I) is the background noise. Here, m(k)
becomes the index of preamble that is chosen by device k
due to the one-to-one correspondence between preambles in
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P and codewords in C. Since the preambles are orthonormal,
the output of the correlator becomes

zm = pT
mr =

√
P

K∑
k=1

βkp
T
mpm(k) + pT

mn

=
√
P

K∑
k=1

βkδm,m(k) + nm =
√
P
∑
k∈Km

βk + nm, (26)

where nm = pT
mn ∼ N (0, σ2). From (23) and (24), the

conditional mean of zm is given by

E[zm | Km] =
√
P
∑
k∈Km

E[βk] =

√
P

Vmax

∑
k∈Km

||vk||. (27)

Let

a =
1

K

M∑
m=1

zmcm. (28)

From (20) and (27), the conditional mean of a becomes

E[a | {Km}] =
1

K

M∑
m=1

E[zm | Km]cm

=
1

K

√
P

Vmax

M∑
m=1

∑
k∈Km

||vk||cm =

√
P

Vmax
ĝ. (29)

Thus, using (22), it can be shown that the mean of a is
proportional to the aggregation of the gradient vectors of K
devices as follows:

E[a] = E[E[a | {Km}]] =

√
P

Vmax
E[ĝ] =

√
P

Vmax
g. (30)

From this, an unbiased estimate of g can be obtained as
follows:

ĝ =
Vmax√
P

a. (31)

For convenience, the resulting approach will be referred to
as the random access based updating scheme (RAUS). The
key feature of RAUS is to allow all devices transmit their
codewords simultaneously as random access with the access
probabilities that are regarded as soft weights. Since the soft
weights are linearly proportional to the norms of the gradient
vectors, the BS can have an estimate of g without the norms
explicitly transmitted by devices through different channels or
time slots.

The length of slot in RAUS is equivalent to that of pream-
bles. Since the preambles are orthogonal, their length becomes
the number of codewords in C, i.e., M . Thus, regardless of the
number of devices, K, the time for one iteration (that happen
in one slot) in RAUS becomes

Traus = O(M). (32)

With the cross polytope codebook, Ccp, from (15) and (32),
we can show that

Tconv = O(K log2(2L))

Traus = O(2L). (33)

Clearly, RAUS becomes more communication-efficient than
the conventional scheme when K is large. As a result, for
comparison, we will not consider the conventional approach,
but the approach in [12], which will be discussed in Section V.

B. RAUS with Multiple Preamble Transmissions

As mentioned earlier, if L is large, the MSE of quantized
gradient vector is large. To avoid a large MSE, the gradient
vector was divided into D subvectors in Subsection III-B. In
this case, multiple preambles are to be transmitted within one
round. The resulting approach is referred to as the multiple
preamble transmission (MPT) approach. With the CP code-
book, we need a set of 2L

D = 2L̄ (orthogonal) preambles to
transmit each sub-vector. Note that since a total of D sub-
vectors are to be transmitted, there are D preambles of length
2L̄ per one gradient vector in MPT with Ccp, which means
that the time for one iteration is proportional to 2L̄D = 2L.
Clearly, unlike the conventional approach, MPT does not
reduce the time for one iteration in RAUS. However, as will
be discussed later, MPT can reduce the steady-state MSE of
RAUS.

V. RANDOM ACCESS FOR PARAMETER UPDATING OVER
FADING CHANNELS

In this section, we discuss RAUS over fading channels.
Two different approaches are presented. The first approach
is based on the channel reciprocity. On the other hand, the
second approach does not rely on the channel reciprocity.

A. Coherent Combining using CSI at Transmitter

Let hk ∈ C denote the channel coefficient between the BS
and device k. Suppose that time division duplexing (TDD)
mode is employed so that the channel reciprocity can be
exploited. When the BS sends wt−1 at the beginning of slot
t, suppose that it also transmits a downlink pilot signal so that
devices can estimate the channel coefficients.

Let φk =
√
Ph∗k
|hk|2 be the transmit gain at device k for coherent

combining at the BS. Then, the received signal at the BS
becomes

r =

K∑
k=1

hkφkβkpm(k) + n =

K∑
k=1

√
Pβkpm(k) + n, (34)

which is identical to (25). This shows that RAUS can also be
used for the system over fading channels.

Note that |φk|2 is the transmit power of device k. Since the
transmit power of mobile devices is limited, we may have

|φk|2 ≤ Pmax, (35)

where Pmax represents the maximum transmit power of mo-
bile devices. Thus, to take into account the transmit power
constraint in (35), βk can be modified as

βk =

{
1, if Unif(0, 1) ≤ pk and |φk|2 ≤ Pmax

0, o.w. (36)

Here, Unif(0, 1) represents a uniform random variable be-
tween 0 and 1.
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B. Noncoherent Combining with Multiple Antennas

Suppose that the channel reciprocity cannot be exploited.
In this case, devices are unable to decide their transmit gains
for coherent combining at the BS. Thus, device k transmits
βkpm(k) as in Section IV.

We assume that the BS is equipped with multiple antennas.
Let N represent the number of antennas and denote by hk ∈
CN the channel from the kth device to the BS. Then, the
received signal at the BS is given by

R =

K∑
k=1

√
Pkβkhkp

T
m(k) + N ∈ CN×L, (37)

where Pk represents the transmit power of device k and
[N]n,l ∼ CN (0, N0) is the background noise. The output of
the correlator with pm becomes

zm = Rpm =
∑
k∈Km

√
Pkβkhk + nm, (38)

where nm = Npm ∼ CN (0, N0I).
As in [23], suppose that hk ∼ CN (0, αkI), where αk is the

large-scale fading term that depends on the distance between
the BS and device k. If Pk is decided to compensate the large-
scale fading term, i.e., Pkαk = P for all k, for given Km, we
have

zm ∼ CN (0,Σm), (39)

where

Σm =

(
P
∑
k∈Km

βk +N0

)
I. (40)

For noncoherent combining, we can use ||zm||2 that has the
following conditional mean:

E[||zm||2 | Km]

N
= P

∑
k∈Km

βk +N0. (41)

To obtain an estimate of the aggregation using noncoherent
combining, let

a =
1

K

M∑
m=1

||zm||2

N
cm. (42)

From (41), since E[βk] = ||vk||
Vmax

, it can be readily shown that

E[a | {Km}] =
P

KVmax

M∑
m=1

∑
k∈Km

||vk||cm +

M∑
m=1

N0

K
cm

=
P

Vmax
ĝ +

N0

K

M∑
m=1

cm.

(43)

If the sum of codewords is zero (which is the case of C = Ccp),
the mean of a becomes

E[a] =
P

VmaxK

K∑
k=1

vk =
P

Vmax
g. (44)

As a result, we can have an unbiased estimate of the aggre-
gation as follows:

ĝ =
Vmax

P
a. (45)

For the convergence analysis, suppose that

κI � ∇2f(w) � UI, (46)

where κ, U > 0, i.e., f(w) = 1
K

∑K
k=1 C(w; xk) is κ-strongly

and U -smooth convex. Define the MSE of ĝ as

MSE(ĝ) = E[||ĝ − g||2] = E[||ĝ||2]− ||g||2, (47)

where the second equality is valid if ĝ is an unbiased estimate
of g. If MSE(ĝ) ≤ σ̄2

g <∞, it can be shown that

E[||wt −w∗||2] ≤
µσ̄2

g

(2− µκ)κ
. (48)

In Appendix B, with the cross polytope codebook, Ccp, we
can show that

E[||ĝ||2] ≤ L
(

1 +
2

N

)(
U +

PMN0

VmaxK

)2

. (49)

As a result, the parameter vector will converge to a noise ball
as in (48). However, from (49), we do not see that E[||ĝ−g||2]
decreases with the size of minibatch, K. Thus, we consider
the asymptotic case such as massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) [23] where N → ∞ to gain insight into
RAUS.

For a large N (i.e., massive MIMO), we can see that

||zm||2

N
→ P

∑
k∈Km

βk +N0, N →∞. (50)

Then, from (42) and (45), the asymptotic aggregation ĝ can
be given by

ĝ =
Vmax

P
a→

(
Vmax

K

K∑
k=1

βkcm(k)

)
, N →∞. (51)

As derived in Appendix C, we can show that

E
[
||ĝ − g||2

]
=

1

K2

K∑
k=1

(LVmax − ||vk||) ||vk||

≤ LV 2
max

K
, (52)

thanks to ||vk|| ≤ Vmax. From (52), we can see that RAUS can
effectively have the maximum size of minibatch, K, without
any additional communication cost (i.e., the time for one round
is fixed regardless of K) by exploiting the notion of random
access. As a result, RAUS can avoid the dilemma stated in
Section II.

Note that in (52), if MPT is used, L is replaced with L̄
and Vmax is also replaced with its counterpart, denoted by
V̄max, i. e., ||v(d)|| ≤ V̄max. If V̄max = Vmax√

D
, we can see

that the MSE decreases by a factor of 1/D. Thus, MPT can
effectively reduce the MSE of ĝ without increasing the time
for one iteration.
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VI. COMPARISON WITH AN OVER-THE-AIR
COMPUTATION APPROACH

In this section, for comparison with RAUS in Subsec-
tion V-B, we consider an approach that also assumes a large
number of antennas at the BS.

The approach in [12] based on the notion of over-the-air
computation allows simultaneous transmissions by multiple
devices in one iteration. However, this approach requires the
estimation of the CSI of devices at the BS using uplink pilot
signals transmitted by devices and the feedback to the devices.

While the minimization of the MSE of the estimate of the
aggregation based a non-convex optimization formulation is
studied in [12], we consider a simplified version for com-
parison. Let m ∈ CN denote the beamforming vector to
combine the signals from devices. Recall that K(t) is a random
subset of {1, . . . ,K}. For convenience, we omit the time index
t. Consider the received signal at the BS when one of the
elements of vk, denoted by vk;l, is transmitted, which is given
by

rl =
∑
k∈K

√
Pkhkψkvk;l + nl, (53)

where ψk ∈ C is the phase compensation coefficient of device
k for coherent combining with |ψk| = 1. Then, assuming that
||m|| = 1, the (scaled) estimate of gl, denoted by al, becomes

al = <(mHrl)

=
∑
k∈K

√
Pk<(mHhkψk)vk;l + nl, (54)

where nl = <(mHnl) ∼ N (0, N0/2). According to (54), for
coherent combining, it is desirable that Pk|mHhk|2 = C for
all k, or √

Pkm
Hhkψk =

√
C, (55)

i.e., ψk = e−jθk , where θk = ∠(mHhk). With the assumption
that K̄ � N (recall that K̄ = |K| is the size of minibatch), it
is known that the hk’s are asymptotically orthogonal to each
other as in [23]. Thus, assuming that all the channel vectors
are orthogonal, to satisfy (55) with a maximum of C, m can
be found as

m̂ =

∑
k∈K
√
Pkhk

||
∑
k∈K
√
Pkhk||

. (56)

With
√
Pkhk ∼ CN (0, P I), where P = Pkαk for all k (as

assumed earlier in Subsection V-B), we can show that

Pk|mHhk|2 →
PN

K̄
,N →∞. (57)

As a result, for comparison, we will consider the following
asymptotic approximation of (54):

a = [a1 . . . aL]T =

√
PN

K̄

∑
k∈K

vk + n

=
√
PNK̄

(
1

K̄

∑
k∈K

vk

)
+ n, (58)

where n = [n1 . . . nL]T. Letting ĝ = 1√
PNK̄

a as the estimate
of the aggregation, we can show that

E[||ĝ − g||2] =
E[||n||2]

PNK̄
+ E

[
||g − 1

K̄

∑
k∈K

vk||2
]

=
1

K̄ 2P
N0

+
1

K̄
Ek[||g − vk||2]

=
1

K̄

(
N0

2P
+

(
1

K

K∑
k=1

||vk||2 − ||g||2
))

,(59)

where Ek[·] represents the expectation over the index k that
is uniformly distributed over {1, . . . ,K}. This shows that the
MSE is O(1/K̄).

As mentioned earlier, in order to find m satisfying (55), i)
the CSI of K̄ = |K| devices per each round at the BS should
be known (which requires uplink pilot transmissions from the
devices in K); ii) the feedback of ψk to the devices belonging
to K in each round is required.

To see the time for one round or iteration, let τpilot be the
length of uplink pilot from each device. Then, the total time of
pilot transmissions of K̄ devices becomes K̄τpilot. As a result,
the time for one iteration of the approach in [12] becomes

Tota = K̄τpilot + cL, (60)

where c > 0 is constant. Here, cL represents the time to
transmit local gradient vectors by devices, which is linearly
proportional to the length of v, L, as shown in (54). Thus,
as K̄ = |K(t)| increases, the time for one iteration increases.
Note that in (60), we do not include the time for feedback (of
ψk, k ∈ K) from the BS to devices, meaning that (60) can be
seen as a lower-bound.

From (59) and (60), we can observe that the approach in
[12] cannot overcome the dilemma mentioned in Section II,
i.e., K̄ cannot be increased or decreased, although the notion
of over-the-air computation is exploited. On the other hand,
as mentioned earlier, RAUS does not have this problem and
the size of minibatch can be the maximum, i.e., K̄ = K.
This means that all the devices can participate in the upload
and send local gradients simultaneously, without increasing
the time for one iteration.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results under various
conditions. For comparison with the approach in [12], we
only consider noncoherent combining in Subsection V-B for
RAUS with a BS equipped with multiple antennas. In addition,
it is assumed that

√
Pkhk ∼ CN (0, P I) for all k as in

Subsection V-B.
The MSE of the estimate of the aggregation, i.e., E[||ĝ −

g||2], is used as a performance metric. For convenience, the
approach in [12] is referred to as YANG. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is defined as P

N0
.

In Fig. 1 (a), the MSE of ĝ is shown as a function of the size
of minibatch, K̄, where L = 80, K = 500, and N = 100,
SNR = 4 dB. For RAUS, MPT is considered with L̄ = 8
and D = 10. The theoretical MSEs of the RAUS and YANG
approaches are given by (52) and (59), respectively. Since
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RAUS is independent of K̄ (the effective size of minibatch in
RAUS is K), the MSE of ĝ in RAUS is constant, while that
in YANG decreases with K̄ as expected. However, as shown
Fig. 1 (b), the time for one iteration, Tota, in YANG increases.
For Tota in (60), we assume that τpilot is 10% of the time to
transmit one gradient vector, i.e., Tota = (0.1K̄ + 1)L, with
c = 1. On the other hand, the time for one iteration in RAUS
is set to Traus = 2L, which is independent of the minibatch
size. Clearly, we can see that RAUS can have a smaller MSE
than YANG with a constant time for one iteration regardless
of the total number of devices, K.
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Fig. 1. Performance of the RAUS and YANG approaches for different size
of minibatch with L = 80 (L̄ = 8 and D = 10), K = 500, N = 100, and
SNR = 4 dB: (a) MSE; (b) Time for one iteration.

Fig. 2 shows the impact of the total number of devices, K,
on the MSE in RAUS and YANG with L = 80 (L̄ = 8 and
D = 10 for RAUS), K̄ = 10, and N = 100. Note that the time
for one iteration in YANG depends on the size of minibatch,
which is set to K̄ = 10. As a result, the time for one iteration
in both the approaches is constant regardless of K. We see that
the MSE in RAUS decreases with K as expected. Clearly, it
shows that RAUS is a communication-efficient approach for
distributed SGD when the number of devices, K, is large.

As explained in Subsection V-B, MPT can reduce the MSE
in RAUS. To see this, with a fixed L = 4096, the MSE is
obtained with increasing L̄. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
Clearly, in order to decrease the MSE, we need to keep L̄
small. This is also useful for devices with limited storage as
the size of codebook or preamble pool increases with L̄.

To see the performance of RAUS and YANG in distributed
SGD, we consider the support vector classifier (SVC) with
training image data sets in [24]. Only two different classes
of image data sets are considered for binary linear SVC. The
length of the parameter vector is L = 32 × 32 × 3 = 30721

(the size of image is 32× 32 and each image has 3 different

1Note that the length of gradient vector is actually L = 3072 + 1 due to
the offset term. In RAUS, a codebook of 2 elements is considered to send the
coefficient corresponding to the offset term.
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Fig. 2. Performance of the RAUS and YANG approaches for different number
of devices, K with L = 80 (L̄ = 8 and D = 10), K̄ = 10, N = 100, and
SNR = 4 dB.
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Fig. 3. Performance of RAUS as a function of L̄ when L is fixed with
L = 212 = 4096, K = 200, N = 100, and SNR = 4 dB.

colors). As in [1], the cost function based on the hinge function
is given by

C(w,xk) = max(0, 1− `k(wTxk − w0)) + λ||w||2, (61)

where `k ∈ {±1} is the label of data set at device k (i.e. `k =
−1 and +1 for labels 0 and 1, respectively), w0 represents the
offset term, and λ > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. We assume
that each device has one image and there are K/2 = 500
devices with label 0 and K/2 = 500 with label 1, i.e., there
are a total of K = 1000 devices. In addition, for simulations,
we assume that N = 100 and SNR = 10 dB.

In Fig. 4, it is shown that the cost decreases as the number of
rounds increases (up to T = 10, 000). For YANG and RAUS,
the step-size is set to µ = 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. Note
that the step-size in YANG is smaller than that in RAUS,
because the size of minibatch, K̄, is usually smaller than the
total number of devices, K. In particular, we consider K̄ ∈
{10, 20, 50} for YANG. Clearly, as shown in Fig. 4, the steady-
state cost decreases with K̄ in YANG, which is expected from
Fig. 1. For RAUS, we have two different values of L̄, i.e.,
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L̄ ∈ {8, 16}. Since the MSE of the estimated aggregation
decreases as L̄ decreases as shown in Fig. 3, we can see that
the steady-state cost becomes smaller as L̄ decreases in RAUS.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of distributed SGD for binary SVC when YANG and
RAUS are used to upload devices’ local gradient vectors with K = 1000,
N = 100, and SNR = 10 dB.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For communication-efficient distributed SGD over wireless
channels, we proposed an approach based on random access.
In particular, in the proposed approach with a preamble-
based random access scheme, we considered a one-to-one
correspondence between the quantization codebook, which is
used for quantizing local gradient vectors, and the preamble
set, which is used for random access, so that a device can
send a preamble corresponding to its quantized gradient vector.
In addition, as soft weights, the access probability has been
controlled to send the information of the norm of gradient
vector implicitly without using additional channel resources.

We showed that the proposed approach can support a large
number of devices participated in distributed SGD without
increasing the time for one iteration. In fact, the performance
can be improved by increasing the number of devices as the
MSE of the estimated aggregation decreases with the number
of devices. The MSE of the estimated aggregation was also
analyzed and compared with that in [12]. From simulations,
we also confirmed that the theoretical MSE obtained by
asymptotic analysis is close to simulation results.

APPENDIX A: BOUNDS ON M

In [20], it is shown that BL(0, 1) ⊆ Conv(C) if and only
if there exists c ∈ C such that 〈x, c〉 ≥ 1 for any x ∈ SL−1.
Here, Sn represents the n-sphere, i.e., Sn = {x ∈ Rn+1 :
||x|| = 1}. Thus, for uniformly distributed codewords, cm’s,

|C| = Area (SL−1)
Area (∆)

, (62)

where ∆ = {x ∈ SL−1 : 〈x, c〉 ≥ 1}. From (6), we have
||c|| ≤ R. Thus, ∆ is the (hyper-spherical) cap with angle φ
such that cosφ ≥ 1

||c|| ≥
1
R .

'
6

1

7

7

'
6

1

7

7

(a) 2-dimensional case (b) 3-dimensional case

Fig. 5. Upper and lower bounds on the area of cap: (a) the case of L = 2;
(b) the case of L = 3.

In Fig. 5 (a) and (b), the areas of the cap are shown for the
cases of L = 2 (by the thick line) and L = 3, respectively,
with 1

R = t√
L

. The area of the cap is bounded by a half
surface of a sphere of radius r (upper-bound) and the volume
of the slice of radius r. For the case of L = 2, we have
2r < Area of cap < πr, where 2r and πr are the lower and
upper bounds, respectively. Furthermore, for L = 3, πr2 <
Area of cap < 2πr2. For any L, it can be shown that

VL−1(r) =
π

L−1
2

Γ
(
L+1

2

)rL−1 < Area of cap

<
SL(r)

2
=

π
L
2

Γ
(
L
2

)rL−1. (63)

Let ρ = 1
|C| . Then, we have

ρ ≤ ρub =
SL(r)

2SL(1)
=

1

2
rL−1 =

1

2

(
1− t2

L

)L−1
2

ρ ≥ ρlb =
VL−1(r)

SL(1)
=

Γ
(
L
2

)
Γ
(
L+1

2

)
2
√
π

(
1− t2

L

)L−1
2

.(64)

With t =
√
L
R , it can be shown that

2

(
1− t2

L

)−L−1
2

≤ 1

ρ
≤
√

2πL

(
1− t2

L

)−L−1
2

. (65)

or, for a large L,

2e
L

2R2 ≤ |C| ≤
√

2πLe
L

2R2 . (66)

APPENDIX B: MSE OF ĝ IN (45)

Since ĝ in (45) is unbiased, we have

MSE(ĝ) = E
[
||ĝ − g||2

]
= E[||ĝ||2]− ||g||2

=

(
Vmax

P

)2 (
E[||a||2]− ||E[a]||2

)
. (67)

Thus, to show that the variance of ĝ is finite, it is sufficient
to find E[||a||2].
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From (42), it can be shown that

E[||a||2] = E

[
||
∑
m

||zm||2

KN
cm||2

]

=
1

K2

(∑
m

E[||zm||4]

N2
||cm||2

+
∑
m6=m′

E[||zm||2]E[||zm′ ||2]

N2
cT
mcm′

)
. (68)

From (39), we have

E[||zm||4]

N2
= 3σ4

m

E[||zm||2]E[||zm′ ||2]

N2
= σ2

mσ
2
m′ , (69)

where σ2
m = P

Vmax

∑
k∈Km

||vm|| + N0. Then, after some
manipulations, it can be shown that

K2E[||a||2] = ||
∑
m

σ2
mcm||2 +

2

N

∑
m

σ4
m||cm||2. (70)

Since cm ∈ Ccp, we have ||cm||2 = L and

||
∑
m

σ2
mcm||2 =

L∑
l=1

(σ2
l − σ2

L+l)
2L

≤
L∑
l=1

(σ4
l + σ4

L+l)L = L
∑
m

σ4
m. (71)

Substituting (71) into (70), we have

E[||a||2] ≤
L
(
1 + 2

N

)
K2

∑
m

σ4
m. (72)

With
∑
m σ

2
m = c1, it can be shown that

∑
m

σ4
m ≤ c21 =

(∑
m

P

Vmax

∑
k∈Km

||vm||+N0

)2

=

(
P

Vmax

∑
k

||vk||+MN0

)2

. (73)

From (46), we have ||vk|| = ||∇C(w,xk)|| ≤ U . Then, it
follows that

E[||a||2] ≤ L
(

1 +
2

N

)( P
Vmax

∑
k ||vk||+MN0

K

)2

≤ L
(

1 +
2

N

)(
P

Vmax
U +

MN0

K

)2

. (74)

Substituting (74) into (67), we have (49).

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF (52)

From (51), we have

ĝ − g =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(
Vmaxβkcm(k) − ||vk||ṽk

)
. (75)

Since
E
[
Vmaxβkcm(k) − ||vk||ṽk

]
= 0,

it can be shown that

E[||ĝ − g||2] =
1

K2

K∑
k=1

E [Zk] , (76)

where Zk = ||Vmaxβkcm(k) − ||vk||ṽk||2]. Then, since

Zk = V 2
maxβk||cm(k)||2 + ||vk||2

− 2Vmaxβk||vk||cT
m(k)ṽk

= V 2
maxβkL+ ||vk||2 − 2Vmaxβk||vk||cT

m(k)ṽk (77)

and E[cm(k)] = ṽk, we have

E [Zk] = V 2
maxE[βk]L+ ||vk||2 − 2VmaxE[βk]||vk||

= LVmax||vk|| − ||vk||2. (78)

Substituting (78) into (76), we have (52).
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